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### Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First table</th>
<th>Second table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.1 First subsection

### 1.2 Second subsection

A small nice citation from [1]:
A bird cannot land once on a great tree and claim to know it. But I imagine that he would, yes.

Iain M. Banks (1993), *Against a dark background.*
Figure 1: First figure

Table 1: First table
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Figure 2: Second figure
Second section, starred

This is a starred section; you can test here variations on the \texttt{\textbackslash mtcaddsection} command. Just uncomment one (and only one) of the \texttt{\textbackslash mtcaddsection} commands after \texttt{\textbackslash section*} in the source code of \texttt{mtc-add.tex}. For each case, look at the Table of Contents and at this section. I also added a lot of index entries, just to test.
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3 Fourth section

3.1 Fifth subsection

3.2 Sixth subsection

A small nice citation from [1]:
A bird cannot land once on a great tree and claim to know it. But I imagine that he would, yes.

Iain M. Banks (1993), Against a dark background.
Figure 5: Fifth figure
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Fifth section, starred

This is a starred section; you can test here variations on the \mtcaddsection command. Just uncomment one (and only one) of the \mtcaddsection commands after \section* in the source code of mtc-add.tex. For each case, look at the Table of Contents and at this section. I also added a lot of index entries, just to test.
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